
75% Baby Alpaca 

13% Fine Merino 

12% Nylon (binder) 

Bulky Weight 

 

7 skeins are braided into a chain 

120 yards each 

total of 840 yards 

 

GAUGE: 

9 Stitches / 14 Rows 

=  4 x 4 inches 

on # 13-15 Needles 

knitted in Feather & Fan Pattern 

 

Finished Measurements 

42” x 65” 

The Kit comes in a braid 
containing 

7 separate skeins 
shown in Parsifal 



BASIC  KNITTING  PATTERN  -  ONE  REPEAT 

 

1. row: slip 1 St (as if to purl), K all Sts                

2. row: slip 1 St (as if to purl), K all Sts 

3. row: slip 1 St (as if to purl), K4, 

           purl all Sts, K the last 5 Sts           

4. row: slip 1St (as if to purl), K4, 

            [K2tog] 3 times,  

            *[yarn over K1] 6 times,  [K2tog] 6 times* 

            repeat * to * three more times 

            [yarn over K1] 6 times, [K2tog] 3 times, 

            K the 5 last Sts 

5. row: slip 1St (as if to purl), K4, purl all Sts, 

            K the 5 last Sts 

6. row: slip 1St (as if to purl), K all Sts 

 

First step: 
Measure 20 yards from the first skein, mark it and 

cast on 100 stitches. Knit 6 rows in Garter Stitch. 

Measure the length of the leftover yarn. This will 

give you the yardage of the yarn you just knitted 

up. Measure the same yardage from the last (7th) 

skein. Mark this point (do not cut the yarn) and 

then rewind this ball to have the measured yards 

inside the ball. This little extra work provides 

enough yarn for the last 6 rows in Garter Stitch 

and bind off.  

NOTE: Keep this little trick in mind for future         

            projects. 

one  braid 

Feather light Baby Alpaca yarn 

FLORENCE 

 

different natural colors 

are over dyed 

 

7 single skeins braided 

each skein contains 120 yards 

 

blend of: 

75% Baby Alpaca 

13% Fine Merino 

12% Nylon (binder) 

total of 840 yards 

 

Wind each skein into a ball, keep the 
sequence or design your own 

 

GAUGE 

Needle # 13 - 15 

9 Stitches x 14 rows 

=  4" x 4" in Garter Stitch 

knit loose and fluffy 

Knitting a swatch is always helpful.  
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ALPACA AFGHAN 
This pattern is designed by Bjorn Coordt. 

WORKING THE AFGHAN 

Continue using the first skein and work the pattern 

repeat until the ball is used up.  

The yarn changes can take place at any given row 

from the pattern repeat.  Do not work a portion of 

a row. Cut the yarn 4 inches and keep the leftover 

for fringes. 

Pick up the second skein and keep working in  

pattern stitch.  When you start a new yarn, always 

keep the ends 4 inches long as well. 

Work all skeins up in the given sequence or follow 

your own design.  

At the very end knit 6 rows in Garter Stitch from 

the measured yarn.   

Bind off loosely. 

If you would like to you can create some fringes 

along the edge. 

Happy Knitting ! 


